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(who holds an 
advanced degree in 
hyperbolic topology)
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Jay-Zed?



THE TORUS



MMM...
DONUTS



 The solution of f(x, y, z) = 0, where

 R is the distance from the center of the tube to the 
center of the torus,

 r is the radius of the tube.



2D image → pixel 3D solid → voxel
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BRICKLIVE Group / 
Bright Bricks



SOOT =
Studs ONLY On Top

A brilliant example 
adapted by LOLUG’s 
Jim Harrison



And a brilliant counterexample by
LOLUG’s Marshall Stoneman



drububu.com/
miscellaneous/
voxelizer
 A free web-based tool

Cubes! Great, right!

 (Well...)

https://drububu.com/miscellaneous/voxelizer/index.html


 The 1x1x1 brick

The FUNDAMENTAL LEGO UNIT

8 mm 8 mm

9.6 mm

5

6

5



 5÷6 = 83.3%

 That is, multiply the height of a model by a
factor of 0.833

When you build it with non-square (tall) 
bricks, it will stretch itself back out



Drububu with some help from 
https://www.tinkercad.com/

 This is a free web tool provided by AutoDesk 
(the company that makes AutoCAD)

https://www.tinkercad.com/












OBJ and STL are equally useful 
for LEGO – use whichever your 
program will use

Convert between these with 
online tool 
https://imagetostl.com/

 OBJ = “OBJect file”

 STL = “STereoLithography” file

https://imagetostl.com/


1. Import 
STL or 
OBJ file 
into 
Drububu

3. Then 
output 
as a PDF

2. Tweak the 
resolution 
(how 
many 
voxels)





Et voilà!



drububu.com/miscellaneous/legolizer
 Not quite so free

 Your mileage may vary – I have never tried this!

https://drububu.com/miscellaneous/legolizer/index.html


Beware!!!



 brickr.org

 Renders images 
in 5 x 5 x 6 
fundamental 
LEGO units
 No squishing or 

stretching

 Creates layer-
by-layer maps

https://brickr.org/


meshmixer.com

Manipulate and 
tweak 3-D image 
files (STL and OBJ)

https://www.meshmixer.com/


 thingiverse.com

 Find other models at
 Yeggi

 STLFinder

 (Google)

https://www.thingiverse.com/


 UNL innovation studio
 3-D laser scanners
 innovationstudio.unl.edu

https://innovationstudio.unl.edu/






1. Select all ►
Edit ►
Transform ►
Rotate ►
Accept

2. Export to 
STL or OBJ









Programs are 
STUPID!

You be
SMART!
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